
	  

	  
	  

 
CREATIVE BRIEF TEMPLATE 
	  
A creative brief is the foundation on which great creative is built. The 
purpose of a brief is to convey the strategy of a project to the creative 
team, who will then use this information to create their work.  
 
Because all creative will be based on the information in this brief, it’s 
crucial that the brief be thorough and clear. To be completely frank, the 
creative brief is protection: It covers both the project manager’s objectives 
and the creatives’ rear ends. If there are ever any questions about 
execution, everyone can refer back to the creative brief.  
 
Many clients will offer you some form of creative brief, but many 
freelance clients won’t. In both situations, your objective is to make sure 
you get the information you need to create great copy, no matter what!  
 
To that end, we’ve put together a creative brief that you can share with 
clients who don’t have a brief (if they’re amenable) or fill in yourself to 
help organize your thoughts. Following this template, we’ve also included 
additional questions that will help you get the answers you need. If your 
client/company doesn’t know how to answer “What is the benefit to 
consumer?”, there are several questions that will help them understand 
what you’re looking for. 
 
So, to begin, here is our recommended creative brief template: 



 
 
Creative Brief Template 
 
 
Project Title:             Creative Review Date:  
Owner:      Due to Development Team: 
Today’s Date:      Launch Date:  
 
 
Objectives: 
 
1. To whom are we communicating? What do we know about them? 

 
2. What is the ONE main thing we want this audience to do? 
 
3. What is the benefit for the audience if they do this? (What's in it for 

them?) 
 

4. Are there any secondary actions we would like members of this 
audience to take? 
 

5. What are the business objectives this project was designed to meet? 
What are the measurements? 

 
6. What tone should this project have? (Choose those that apply) 

urgent           excited   educational   
friendly   promotional  sincere 
business-like  serious   other:______________ 
fun    straightforward 

 
 
 
 



 
Tactics: 

 
7. What are the deliverables? (Choose those that apply) 

email 
landing page 
site page 
dhtml 
confirmation page 
banner ad  
print collateral 
other: __________________ 
 
7a. What sizes do you need? 
 
7b. Do you want to test multiple versions? If so, how many? 
 

8. Are there any mandatory elements/functional 
requirements/functional considerations?  

 
9. Have we done something similar before?  What was the outcome? 

(Please include screenshots) 
 

10. Have our competitors done anything similar? (Please include 
screenshots) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
The first half of the brief (under “Objectives”) will be especially crucial to 
concepting and executing your project. Just as not everyone thinks with a 
business mind, not everyone thinks with a creative mind, and you may 
find yourself having to reword these questions to get the answers that you 
need. Below are a few suggestions for ways to rephrase these crucial 
questions. 
 

1. To whom are we communicating? What do we know about them? 
a. What is the demographic of the target audience? 
b. What are the behavioral patterns of the target audience? 
c. Do we know of any un-met needs related to our product/ 

services? 
d. Do they know us? Do they know our product(s)? 

 
2. What is the ONE main thing we want this audience to do? 

• How do we want the consumer to take action on this benefit? 
• What is the SINGLE most important next step? 

 
3. What is the benefit for this audience? (What's in it for them?) 

• What will the consumer get out of this? 
• Why is the consumer here and why would they take the desired 

action? 
 
4. Are there any secondary actions we would like members of this 

audience to take? 
• What are any other steps you would like the consumer to take? 

 
5. What are the business objectives this project was designed to meet? 

What are the measurements? 
• What are the company’s goals for this project? 

 
 
 



 
 
 
To execute on a project, you can’t possibly begin until you understand the 
answers to all of these questions. It’s very important, too, that you 
understand that it’s well within your rights to ask questions—and ask as 
many of them as necessary to understand the basics of a project. One of 
the most common mistakes new copywriters make is to try to execute on 
projects they don’t entirely understand. As you might expect, the creative 
reviews go badly…and a client or company may not choose to work with 
them again. But prevention of this problem is so simple! Make sure you 
work from a creative brief, even if you have to fill it out yourself.  
 


